
OCCUPATION OF DISTRICT.

three-quarters of a mile wide and very deep, bordered
by rocky mountains, which rose high on both sides almost
perpendicularly from the water. The view, as we advanced
up this inlet from the sea, was shut in behind and before
us, making the prospect like that from a mountain lake.
At the end of this singular canal, the rock-y sides of which
appear to have been smoothed by a continued action of
moving ice upon their surface, and which itself gives an
idea of having been the furrow of a mighty glacier moving
downwards towards the sea, the high land on the right
receded from the shore, and a large bay or basin, with a
river flowing into it through level wooded land, met our
view. The range of hills which opened on one side formed
an elbow about ten miles distant from the canal, and
crossing in a direction almost at right angles to the course
of the inlet, met a continuation of the other range, and
thus shut in the district known to all the Indians as the
famous berry-land of Somass.

Near a pretty point at one side of the bay, where there
was a beach shaded by young trees, the summer encamp-
ment of a tribe of natives was to be seen. Our arrival
caused a stir, and we saw their flambeaux of gumsticks
flickering among the trees during the night.

In the morning I sent a boat for the chief, and
explained' to him that his tribe must move their encamp-
ment, as we had bought all the surrounding land from the
Queen of England, and wished to occupy the site of the
village for a particular purpose. He replied that the land
belonged to themselves, but that they were willing to sell
it. The price not being excessive, I paid him what was
asked-about twenty pounds' worth of goods-for the sake


